AMATEUR RADIO
ALL ABOUT VHФ AMATEUR RADIO W1. L.W.HAWAS
Written in non-technical language, this book provides information on all important aspects of VHФ radio and tells where you can find additional data. This manual is ideal for beginners, you'll find a lot of interesting signals in the huge span of frequencies covered, from 100 Hz to 100 MHz. 304 pages. £12.95
AMATEUR RADIO CALLBOOK & INFORMATION DIRECTORY (RSGB)
L. W. Hawas
The first 124 pages provide a useful information directory with details of important aspects, county lists, repeater details, band plans and reference material on propagation. This book itself with over 2500 calligns including EI and Novices stations, has also been added towards the back of the book giving lists of stations and initials of listed radio amateurs followed by calligns and the same under past-use codes. 509 pages. P.O.D
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB)
Victor Brown G3JN
A good look at the personalities behind the early days of amateur radio and the equipment they used. A good read; £9.95.
COMPLETE DXER Bob Lecher
This covers the complete operation and engineering techniques for the SX3 chokes, from beginner to advanced level. Every significant aspect of SX3 is covered, from learning how to really listen, how to snatch the rare ones out of the pile-up and how to ensure that what you're QLX is correct. 296 pages. £17.95
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO Amateur
Edited by Charles L. Hutchinson and David Newkirk
A collection of practical ideas gleaned from the pages of RSGB magazines and from a variety of projects to build, based on working notes and tips on innovation, c.r. and operating and snippets of information from amateurs whose lives have tried and tested. 129 pages. £13.95
HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB
This book is designed to take the amateur radio operator through his or her reading for the examination and gives a practical bias to the information given. 144 pages. £7.95
INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES (BP80)
This book describes several currently available systems, their connection to an appropriate computer and how they can be operated with available software. The results of decoy signals containing such information as teletype data and weather pictures are demonstrated. 70 pages. £7.95
ANTENNAS AND TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DIXING (A6R)
John Dewitelle GM4NQ
This unswervical book will be of particular interest to 160, 200 and 35 MHz operators as it's packed with information on antennas and operating tips for Top Band to Forty fans. Here are chapters on low band propagation, operating techniques and equipment for the computer minded there's a chapter on newly -available low band software. 350 pages. £14.50
ARL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1995: This is the 37th edition of this classic handbook and contains the best information from previous issues. New for this edition is a chapter on information on feedback -loop design for power supplies, a new chapter onedar charging procedures on Internet systems and new coverage of balloon -propagation programs are compared and colour SSB and CW propagation machines are also covered. Finally there's a new section on the for the world with new projects for the reader to build. 124 pages. £13.95
ARL OPERATING MANUAL
Another very useful ARL book. Although written for the American amateur, this book will also be of great interest to the radio amateur. Topics covered range from short wave listening through operating, antennas to repeaters, operating and regulations. 666 pages. £14.50
ARL SATELITE ANTHOLOGY The best from the Amateur Satellite News column and counts out of 13 issues of QST have been gathered together in this book. The latest in telemetry information on OSCARS 9 through 13 as well as the RS satellites is included. Operating and propagation techniques are also covered. Finally there's a new section on the for the world with new projects for the reader to build. 124 pages. £13.95
AMateur MICROELECTRONICS EXPERIMETERS MANuell
Various authors
A truly excellent manual for the keen -microwave enthusiast and for the budding "microwaver". Written in an easy to understand style, it will prove a valuable reference source for many. 256 pages. £9.95
THE BRIGHT SPARKS OF WIRELESS RSGB
G. J. K. GILDB-This hardback book is well illustrated with some excellent photographs. It pays tribute to and takes